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paperback. Book Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And
Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will be provided after the
shipment.Paperback. Pub Date: Unknown in Publisher: China
Population Publishing List Price: 99.60 yuan Author: Publisher:
China Population Publishing ISBN: 9.787.510.113.680 Yema:
Revision: Binding: Folio: Published :2012 -11-1 printing time:
Words: Goods ID: 22892458 Description This set of cards is
divided into four boxes: vocabulary picture cards: follow the
baby language development law. to select the most common life
scenes from word. and then extended to the double-word word.
to the complex phrases. step by step. step-by-step guide is just
beginning to learn to speak the baby. Sentence diagram card :
the box card selected sentence structure complete and easy to
learn. Each card. both sides have associated the pieces together
and form a continuous picture with several cards to tell a richer
story. Nursery rhyme picture cards: read nursery rhymes rhymes
baby language development process is a necessary and effective
training methods. the box card select the most classic nursery
rhymes. the content is simple. fun humor. catchy and allows the
baby to perceive the rhythm of the language and the rhythm of
the United States. Story picture cards:...
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An exceptional pdf and also the typeface applied was intriguing to read through. It is definitely simplified but
excitement in the 50 % in the ebook. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Ja r od Wa r d-- Ja r od Wa r d

Complete information for publication enthusiasts. It is really basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of your book. I am
just delighted to let you know that this is basically the finest book i have read through in my individual lifestyle and
might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Elena  Runolfsdottir  Sr .-- Elena  Runolfsdottir  Sr .
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